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Abstract 

Recently it has become popular among oil-producing countries to establish oil revenue funds, 

which are believed to stabilize the economy and provide inter-generational redistribution. Oil 

revenue funds deffer depending on rules, such as accumulation rules and withdrawal rules. 

Numerical simulations show that funds can improve intergenerational social welfare, though not 

always. Which rule yields the highest intergenerational social welfare depends on countries’ 

parameters such as gross interest rate, relative risk aversion and growth rate of oil production. 

Some rules may be unaffordable for a government budget. If oil production does not decline, 

funds following expenditure-based accumulation rules yield higher social welfare than funds that 

follow other rules. If oil production declines, the Permanent Oil Income model or “Bird-in-Hand” 

can yield the highest social welfare. 
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Introduction 

This paper investigates the effect of funds and their design on intergenerational social welfare. 

Fiscal policy is very challenging in oil-producing countries, where a large portion of revenue is 

generated from sales of oil. This is caused by two factors: 1) volatility and unpredictability of oil 

prices and 2) exhaustibility of oil reserves. The first factor causes difficulties in planning 

government expenditure, the adjustment of which is costly. Due to the second factor, it is important 

to save for future generations if society believes that oil wealth belongs not only to the current, but 

also to future generations of oil-producing countries. To limit the impact of revenue volatility and 

provide intergenerational distribution of oil wealth, many oil-producing countries have established 

oil revenue funds, while others are discussing the establishment of such funds and their design. Oil 

revenue funds are those sovereign wealth funds that are accumulated from oil-related revenue. 

These funds are funded by taxes paid by oil producers, fiscal surpluses, privatization of oil-related 

property and investment profits of the fund. The objectives of each country determine the optimal 

design of a fund: accumulation rules, withdraw rules, investments, etc. 

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of oil revenue funds and their design on 

intergenerational social welfare. Engel and Valdés (2000) claim that a well-designed fund should 

be closely related to the solution of a problem and rules should be such that the fund implements 

the optimal fiscal strategy. Engel and Valdés (2000) study the problem of intergenerational 

distribution of oil. 

Although many researchers have addressed the problem of the effect of the design of oil revenue 

funds on their performance, empirical results of existing literature are contradictory (Davis et al. 

2003; Crain and Devlin 2003; Shabsigh and Ilahi 2007; Ossowski et al. 2008; Hart 2010). Empirical 

results have limitations when real data is used. The number of existing funds is not large and thus 

the number of funds’ rules is also not large. The simulation of funds’ rules allowes to consider a 
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larger number of rules (some of them exist but most currently do not). Engel and Valdés (2000) 

introduce optimizing rules to maximize the social welfare function, considering the adjustment cost 

of government expenditure and the uncertainty of future oil prices. However, many countries set 

simple ad hoc rules for funds rather than optimizing rules. Maliszewski (2009) applied this idea in 

his paper by introducing a few ad hoc rules such as “Bird-in-Hand”. His results show poor 

performance of ad hoc rules compared to optimizing rules. Some rules applied in oil-producing 

countries were also omitted in the above literature. The gap that we intend to fill in the existing 

literature is the consideration of different rules, some of which are used in oil-producing countries, 

and the consideration of the adjustment cost of government expenditure and the derivation of 

optimal government expenditure after oil is exhausted. 

In this paper, we consider the optimizing rule (permanent oil income model), ad hoc rules (different 

combinations of accumulation rules and withdrawal rules of oil revenue funds) and no fund exists. 

By "no fund exists" it is meant that there are no ad hoc rules set and oil revenue is spent as it 

occures. We also consider the adjustment cost of government expenditure and uncertainty of oil 

prices. We simulated government expenditure paths when there is no fund and when different types 

of funds are established. Comparing intergenerational social welfare under different rules with the 

benchmark model (permanent oil income model), we can determine the rule for oil revenue funds 

that yields the highest social welfare in our sample. Ad hoc rules are based on a combination of 

accumulation and withdrawal rules. There are two types of accumulation rules: revenue-based and 

expenditure-based. 

Countries with funds following an expenditure-based accumulation rule set a reference (budgeted) 

oil price that determines the government expenditure and the amount of oil income that 

accumulates the fund. For numerical simulations we set reference oil prices as moving averages 

(MAs) of past oil prices (as in Trinidad) and as fixed reference oil prices (as in Kazakhstan and 
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Kuwait). Although many countries follow fixed reference oil prices, most of them adjust their 

reference oil prices according to their expectations of oil prices (for example, in Algeria, Kuwait, 

Nigeria and Mexico). So setting reference oil prices as moving averages is a realistic assumption. 

Withdrawals from a fund are allowed when the nominal oil price is lower than the reference oil 

price. The amount the government can withdraw equals the budget deficit. Countries with funds 

following revenue-based accumulation rules set a fixed portion of oil income that must be saved in 

the fund and the rest can be spent by the government. Withdrawals from such funds are not allowed 

(as in Canada), or are limited to interest earnings (as in Norway). 

The rule that maximizes social welfare depends on the parameters of a country, such as gross 

interest rate, relative risk aversion and growth rate of oil production. There is no single rule or even 

type of rule that is suitable for all countries. The results show how each parameter affects the 

results. The results have implications for policymakers of oil-producing countries where an oil 

revenue fund exists or where the establishment of such a fund is under discussion. Apart of funds’ 

rules policymakers need to concider governance of funds (Truman 2007). Even if fund follows 

optimal rule, oil revenue funds need good governance in order to work well (Palley 2003). Weak 

governance limits their performance (Kalyuzhnova 2006, 2011). Examples of weak governance 

are when rules are not followed or other ways are used to adjust constraint are discussed by 

Azhgaliyeva (2014). Appropriate rules do not guarantee success of oil revenue funds in the absance 

of good governance (Truman 2007). 

The Permanent Oil Income Model 

The permanent oil income model (POIM) “is that government net wealth - oil wealth plus net 

financial assets - is spent at a gradual pace that ensures a constant share for each generation 

according to some social welfare criteria” (Medas and Zakharova 2009: 22). The POIM assumes 

that oil wealth is equally distributed across all generations.  
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The government provides the public good, tG , which is financed by oil income, oil

tY . Non-oil 

income is assumed to be constant. However, it is possible that non-oil income positivelly depends 

on government expenditure due to positive external effects of government expenditure on 

consumption and productivity (Takizawa et al. 2004). For simplicity we assume no external effects 

of government expenditure on consumption and productivity. After period T, oil is exhausted. Oil 

income, oil

tY , is a government’s income from sales of oil: oil

t

oil

t

oil

t QPY = , where oil

tQ  is a 

government’s share of oil and oil

tP  is oil price. Oil resources are owned by the government and 

extracted by oil producers. The government receives an oil production share (according to 

production sharing agreement) and then sells the oil. The fund earns interest from assets. We 

assume constant interest rate, R. We ignore the difference between the interest rate on debt and on 

foreign assets, so the government can borrow from international market at interest rate R. The 

government has initial financial assets 0F .  

According to the POIM, the government keeps real per capita expenditure constant by transforming 

oil wealth into foreign assets, tF , (oil revenue fund). The oil revenue fund accumulates a part of 

the oil revenue and invests them in foreign assets, which then could be withdrawn to cover a budget 

deficit. 

The utility function of individual, tu , only depends on consumption of public goods. Utility of 

individual is increasing with government expenditure per capita, tg , and has decreasing marginal 

utility. The government chooses optimal expenditure by maximizing the social welfare function 

(SWF): 
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constraint (no Ponzi scheme) ,=
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   where   is an intertemporal elasticity of 

substitution (coefficient of relative risk aversion),   is a constant discount factor and n  is a growth 

rate of population. 

Oil revenue is mostly uncertain due to unpredictability and volatility of oil prices. For this reason 

in this model we assume oil price uncertainty, while oil is extracted at a constant and predetermined 

rate. The government expenditure path is constructed sequentially, taking into account information 

that will be available at the time of decisions. The government uses the latest oil price to project 

future oil prices. Volatility of oil prices causes volatility of the optimal government expenditure 

path. Engel and Valdés (2000) provide the solution of POIM. Engel and Valdés (2000) proove that 

the optimal government expenditure is a function of the variance of initial income and the variance 

of oil price shock. 

After oil is exhausted 

After the oil is exhausted (at period 1T ), there is no unpredictability of oil income: 0=>TtY . 

Government expenditure is financed by withdrawals from the funds’ assets. The government 

chooses the optimal government expenditure maximizing social welfare: 
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t nNN )(1= 0  , the solution yields the optimal government 

expenditure after oil is exhausted as follows: 
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The sum of social welfare functions before oil is exhausted (1) and after oil is exhausted (2) is as 

the following: 
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POIM with adjustment cost 

Optimal government expenditure per capita is not constant under oil income uncertainty. There is 

a negative effect of the government expenditure volatility on economic growth (Furceri 2007). 

Empirical evidence of the adjustment cost on government expenditure is also provided by Arpaia 

and Turrini (2008). Not only is a decrease in government expenditure costly, but also an increase. 

There is a limit to fully absorb increased government expenditure. Thus, we adopt quadratic 

adjustment cost from Engel and Valdés (2000).  The optimal government expenditure is fixed after 

oil is exhausted from time T+1 and, thus, there is only an adjustment cost until time T+1. Thus, 

social welfare with the adjustment cost as follows: 
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where   is the weight of the adjustment cost. 

Oil Revenue Funds 

Many countries prefer to set simple ad hoc rules that determine the government expenditure. Unlike 

the POIM, the government does not need to determine the expenditure every year in this case. The 

government expenditure follows a simple formula according to accumulation and withdrawal rules. 

Accumulation rules split oil income between the government expenditure and the fund. There are 

two main types of accumulation rules: revenue-based (as a portion of oil revenue) and expenditure-

based (as a budget surplus or as the revenue above the budgeted reference oil price). In this section, 

we assume that oil revenue is split between government expenditure and the fund according to 
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revenue-based or expenditure-based accumulation rules. Funds that follow revenue-based rules are 

usually called saving funds. Funds that follow expenditure-based rules are usually called 

stabilization funds. 

Withdrawal rules determine how much of the assets can be withdrawn from the fund to cover the 

budget deficit. The government can set constraints on withdrawals from the fund. If the government 

does not set constraints on withdrawals, then any budget deficit can be covered by the fund. If the 

government sets constraints on withdrawals, then only a certain part of the fund’s assets can be 

withdrawn per year or no withdrawals are allowed. In this section, the three cases are considered : 

1) no constraints on withdrawals from the fund, 2) withdrawals from the fund are limited to interest 

earnings, and 3) no withdrawals allowed. Stabilization funds usually have no constraints on 

withdrawals. Saving funds usually have constraints on withdrawals, which are usually either not 

allowed or limited to interest earnings. 

A combination of accumulation and withdrawal rules define the pattern of the government 

expenditure over time. In this paper, combinations of accumulation and withdrawal rules that are 

commonly used by oil-producing countries are considered. 

Saving funds 

Saving funds follow the revenue-based accumulation rule. Under this rule, oil revenue is split by a 

fixed proportion between the government expenditure and the fund. Assume that after the oil is 

exhausted, the government can only spend assets according to equation (3). This ensures that the 

fund’s assets are never exhausted and left for future generations. 

The government expenditure is constrained as follows: oil

ttTt YG =
, where 1  is a share of oil 

revenue that accumulates the fund and 10  . If 1= , there is no fund, and if 0= , all oil 

revenue is accumulated in the fund. Thus the government expenditure per capita as follows: 
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,= oil

ttTt yg 
where oil

ty  is oil income per capita (
t

oil

t

oil

t NYy /= ). The government chooses the 

optimal share of oil revenue that must be saved in the fund, thereby maximizing the social welfare: 
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   Proceeding the same way as in the POIM, the above 

equations yield the following solution: 

 𝜑𝑡𝑦𝑡
𝑜𝑖𝑙 = (𝛽𝑅)1/𝜌𝜑𝑡−1𝑦𝑡−1

𝑜𝑖𝑙  (7) 

The optimal initial share of oil revenue that accumulates the fund as following: 

 1 − 𝜑0 = 1 − (1 −
(1+𝑛)(𝛽𝑅)1/𝜌

𝑅
)
𝐹0+∑ 𝑅−𝑡𝑌𝑡

𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑇
𝑡=0

𝑌0
𝑜𝑖𝑙  (8) 

Optimal t  is not constant under oil income uncertainty. Ad hoc rules assume that the rule is set 

once and does not require adjustment every year:  =t . There is no simple solution for the 

optimal accumulation rule when oil income is uncertain. This solution requires numerical 

simulations.  

“Bird-in-Hand” 

The “Bird-in-Hand” (BIH) rule is a specific combination of accumulation and withdrawal rules. A 

fund following BIH rule accumulates 100 percent of the oil revenue, while withdrawals from the 

fund are constrained to interest earnings on financial assets (Harding and Van der Ploeg  2009). An 

example of such fund is the government pension fund in Norway. This fund allows for saving more 

in early years so that the government can afford higher spending in later years (by future 

generations). This fund reduces volatility of government expenditure, but returns on the assets 

could increase volatility since the interest earnings of financial assets can be withdrawn and spent 
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by the government. 

The government expenditure is constrained by: tt FRG 1)(=  . Thus the government expenditure 

per capita as follows:  .
)(1

1)(=
0

t

t
t

nN

F
Rg


   

Stabilization funds  

A stabilization fund’s accumulation rule is based on a reference oil price, or on a budget surplus. 

Both cases are identical. Under this rule, the budget surplus, which is actual oil revenue less 

budgeted expenditure, accumulates the fund. Budgeted expenditure is based on the budgeted oil 

price, which is called the reference oil price. If the budget has a deficit, financial assets can be 

withdrawn from the fund to cover the budget deficit. We assume no constraints on withdrawal 

rules. 

The expenditure-based accumulation rule sets constraints on the government expenditure: 

oil

t

ref

tTt QPG =
, where ref

tP  is a reference oil price, which is set by the government and oil

tQ  is oil 

production. Thus the government expenditure per capita as follows: ,= oil

t

ref

tTt qPg 
 where oil

tq  is 

oil production per capita (
t

oil

t

oil

t NQq /= ). If ref

t

oil

t PP > , then a part of the oil revenue (budget 

surplus) is transferred to the fund, and if ref

t

oil

t PP < , then a part of the assets is withdrawn from the 

fund to cover the budget deficit. 

With the stabilization fund, the government chooses the optimal reference oil price 

maximizing social welfare: 
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budget constraint .=
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Proceeding the same way as in section 2, the solution of the above equations yields: 
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Thus, the optimal reference oil price is as follows: 
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There is no simple solution for the optimal reference oil price under oil income uncertainty, which 

is why we need to apply numerical simulations. The government can set a fixed reference oil price, 

refref

t PP = , or the government can set it as a moving average of past oil prices: 

 ,
1

=
1=

jt

j

M
ref

t P
M

P   (12) 

where M  denotes a number of years.  

Numerical Comparisons 

Monte Carlo simulation of oil prices 

A quantitative comparison of the rules are performed through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations 

(Metropolis and Ulam 1949) of oil prices. MC simulation is a numerical method that is used when 

no closed-form solution is available. It is a random number generator that simulates stochastic 

processes such as oil prices. In order to run MC simulation, we need to determine parameters and 

distribution of past data. In order to find parameters, the following data was used: annual world oil 

prices in US Dollars per barrel over the period 1952-2011 (International Monetary Fund 2011). 

Real oil prices were obtained by deflating nominal oil prices using the consumer price index of the 

United States of America (International Monetary Fund 2011) in 2000. 
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Assume that oil prices follow the process: 

 ,)(=)( 1 ttt plogplog     (13) 

where t  is a normally distributed shock with variance 2

 . Let oil price at 0=t  be 0p , with mean 

,0p  and variance 2

,0p . Thus, initial oil income, oilY0
, has mean 

0,00 = Qp  and variance 

2

0

2

,0

2

0 = Qp . There is uncertainty about parameters of the oil price process in the existing 

literature. In this paper, the simple regression (equation 8) suggested by Engel and Valdés (2000) 

was used. The empirical literature about stationarity of oil prices provide contradictory results. The 

results depend on the sample size, period of data and unit root tests. Taking into account the 

ambiguity of the problem to determine stationarity of the oil price process, we adopted the solution 

proposed by Maliszewski (2009). We assumed a near unit root process setting the coefficient   

(in equation 8) at 0.99. 

The Monte Carlo simulation for oil prices with 5,000 repetitions over a 200-year horizon was 

performed. Real oil prices and simulated are shown in Figure 1 The simulated oil prices were then 

used to derive the paths for per capita government expenditure under different rules. 

Initial conditions and parameters 

Parameters and initial conditions for simulation exercises were used from Table 1. To compare 

social welfare with different types of funds, two types of accumulation rules were considered: 

revenue-based and expenditure-based. To compare funds following revenue-based accumulation 

rules, different parameters of share of oil revenue that accumulates a fund,  , were considered in 

the simulation exercises: 10, 15, 25, 30, 50, 75 and 100 percent (BIH). To compare the funds that 

follow expenditure-based rules, different parameters of reference oil price, refp , were considered 

in the simulation exercises: between 9 and 40 US dollars per barrel. Only whole numbers were 

considered as reference oil prices. Countries set reference oil prices only as whole numbers (Table 
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2). Also the reference oil prices following moving averages of past oil prices were considered: 3, 

5, 7 years (as Bartsch 2006); 10 years (as in Mexico); and 11 years (as in Trinidad). The reason for 

that is that some countries adjusted their reference oil prices to nominal oil price fluctuations. The 

summary of rules is in Table 3. 

Results 

Some rules were omitted because they lead to permanent budget deficit. It is important to analyze 

the affordability of rules under different parameters. Unaffordable rules are rules that lead to 

permanent budget deficit. Accumulation rules based on reference oil prices can be unaffordable. 

Rules based on revenue are always affordable. Rules based on too high reference oil prices, i.e. 

above 27 US dollars per barrel, yield unsustainable budget deficit. The results show that the 

existence of a fund does not guarantee an improvement in social welfare. Some funds can lead to 

lower social welfare than when no fund exists. The comparison of the POIM with ad hoc rules 

shows that the POIM is not always better than ad hoc rules. Likewise, after comparing types of 

accumulation rules, we cannot say that expenditure-based rules are better than revenue-based, or 

vice versa. However most expenditure-based rules perform better than revenue-based rules. 

Expenditure-based rules with an overly low reference oil price (9, 10 and 11 US dollars per barrel) 

perform worse than other expenditure based rules. From the results, it appears that rules based on 

lower percentages of oil revenue that accumulate the fund lead to higher social welfare. The rule 

based on zero percent which accumulates the fund (no fund exists) leads to the highest social 

welfare compared to other revenue based rules. The rule that yields the highest social welfare in 

our sample is when the fund exists and follows the expenditure-based accumulation rule with the 

fixed reference oil price at 25 US dollars per barrel. 

One of the objectives of funds is to save oil revenue for future generations. Under different rules, 

different amounts of financial assets are saved depending on the period of time. In this paper we 
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analyze only the amount of financial assets saved for future generations after the oil is exhausted. 

The existence of a fund does not guarantee that more financial assets will be saved for future 

generations. Some expenditure-based accumulation rules save less than if no fund exists. All 

expenditure-based accumulation rules with reference oil prices based on a moving average in our 

sample save less than if no fund exists. The rule with the highest sustainable fixed reference oil 

price, 27 US dollars per barrel, saves the least financial assets for future generations. All revenue-

based accumulation rules save more than if no fund exists. Indeed, only revenue-based rules appear 

to guarantee savings for future generations. The higher the percentage that accumulates the fund, 

the higher the savings in the fund. The lower the fixed reference oil price, the more financial assets 

are saved for future generations. 

Analysis with different initial parameters 

Results depend on initial parameters (Maliszewski 2009). To determine how results are affected 

by chosen parameters, we analyze social welfare under different parameters: gross interest rate, 

relative risk aversion and oil production growth rate (Table 4).  

Firstly, we consider different gross interest rates. Oil revenue funds in different countries invest in 

assets with different interest rates and riskiness. Gross interest rate affects affordability of rules. 

Rules based on reference oil prices can be not affordable depending on interest rates. The higher 

the interest rate on assets, the higher reference oil price is affordable. The reference oil price 

determines how much of oil revenue can be spent. Higher interest rates mean greater savings in 

funds, meaning less oil revenue is needed to be accumulated in funds. Thus, a greater reference oil 

price is affordable. When interest rates range from one to ten percent, rules that yield the highest 

social welfare are based on fixed reference oil prices. As the interest rate increases, the higher 

reference oil price yields the highest social welfare. A higher interest rate on foreign assets means 

higher savings for future generations and thus it is less needed to be saved and more can be spent 
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before the oil is exhausted, which assumes a higher reference oil price. The second- and third-best 

rules that yield highest social welfare are based on either fixed reference oil prices, or reference oil 

prices based on moving averages of past oil prices. At lower interest rates (from one to five 

percent), rules based on fixed reference oil prices are in the top three rules. At higher interest rates 

(from six to ten percent), reference oil prices based on a moving averages of oil prices appear in 

the second- or third-best rules in terms of yielding the highest social welfare. So, when the interest 

rate on assets is high enough, a reference oil price based on a moving average could be the second-

best option to increase social welfare. 

Secondly, we consider how relative risk aversion affects social welfare under different rules. In the 

previous section, relative risk aversion equals three ( 3= ) was assumed (as in Engel and Valdés 

2000; Maliszewski 2009); however, some literature suggest relative risk aversion equals two 

(Arrau and Claessens 1992; Bartsch 2006) or four (Barro 2009). The reference oil price of 25 US 

dollars per barrel yields the highest social welfare under relative risk aversions two, three, and four. 

Rating of the rest of rules varies with different coefficients of relative risk aversion.  

Lastly, we consider how the growth rate of oil production affects social welfare under different 

rules. In the previous section, an oil production rate of zero was assumed; however, the data of 

average growth rate of oil production in major oil-producing countries for the 10-year period (2002 

- 2011) varies by country from -6 to 19 percent (Table 5). We analyze not only positive growth 

rates of oil production but also negative. In many countries there are negative growth rates of oil 

production (for example, in Libya, UK and Norway). This means that oil is depleting in those 

countries. The oil production growth rate affects oil revenue and thus government expenditure and 

financial assets. The growth rate of oil production affects the affordability of rules. The higher the 

growth rate of oil production, the lower reference oil price is affordable. With any of the growth 
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rates of oil production we considered, the best three accumulation rules are based on fixed reference 

oil prices. For growth rates of oil production from 0 to 7 percent, the highest social welfare is 

generated under the rule based on the reference oil price of 25 US dollars per barrel. With a growth 

rate of oil production from 8 to 9 percent, the rule that is affordable and yields the highest social 

welfare is based on the reference oil price of 24 US dollars per barrel. At a 19 percent growth rate 

of oil production, the rule that yields the highest social welfare is based on the reference oil price 

of 22 US dollars per barrel. The lower oil production growth rate, the higher reference oil price 

yields the highest social welfare, which means less oil revenue needs to be saved in a fund and 

more can be spent. When oil production falls at lower rates (one, two and three percent), rules that 

yield the highest social welfare are based on fixed reference oil prices. When oil production falls 

at greater rate, rules, that yield the highest social welfare, are the POIM (at four and five percent) 

and the BIH rule (from six to ten percent). The BIH and the POIM rules become more attractive 

when oil production decreases at a greater rate. 

Discussions and Conclusions 

We found that the existence of a fund does not guarantee an improvement in social welfare and 

determined the rule that yields the highest social welfare in our sample. In most cases under 

different parameters, rules that yield the highest social welfare are expenditure-based (fixed 

reference oil price or reference oil price following a moving average of oil prices). This is becaues 

expenditure-based rules stabilize government expenditure, and thus, maximize social welfare if 

𝛽𝑅 = 1 (Engel and Valdés 2000). Only when oil production declines at a rate high enough 

(between -4 and -10 percent) do the POIM and the BIH yield the highest social welfare than 

expenditure-based rules. 

It is clear that funds that follow revenue-based rules guarantee savings for future generations. 

Nevertheless, the results show that larger savings for future generations do not imply greater social 
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welfare. This result is consistent with Landon and Smith (2013). Not all rules are affordable. Some 

rules can lead to a permanent budget deficit. The results show that expenditure-based rules can be 

unaffordable. An interesting result is that not only can fixed reference oil prices be unaffordable, 

but so can reference oil prices based on moving averages of oil prices. The POIM can be 

unaffordable when oil production declines at a rate high enough (7-10 percent). However if non-

oil income is increasing with government expenditure (Takizawa et al. 2004), more rules will be 

affordable, as budget could rely more on non-oil income and become less dependent on oil-income 

as government spends more. Changes in parameters such as growth rate of oil production and gross 

interest rate also affect the affordability of rules. 

The analysis above shows that there exists a tradeoff between expenditure-based and revenue-based 

rules (Table 6). Our results contradict Maliszewski’s (2009), which show poor performance of ad 

hoc rules. This could be due to the limited number of ad hoc rules considered by Maliszewski 

(2009). We started by looking for a rule that yields the highest social welfare, but then we found 

that there are several parameters that affect results. We showed how parameters of a country affect 

the performance of rules. Most parameters that were considered in this paper can vary and can be 

uncertain in the real world, so it is important to consider different parameters. 

Since oil prices are uncertain, we used a numerical simulation of future oil prices based on past oil 

prices. The parameters could be different depending on the estimation model of oil prices. Existing 

literature do not agree on the model that should be used for estimation of oil price. Moreover a 

fixed interest rate on foreign assets is assumed in this paper. However, in the real world it varies 

and, in most cases, is uncertain. The same interest rate on debt and financial assets is assumed in 

this paper. However, in the real world they are more likely to be unequal. Also only a limited 

number of rules were considered in this paper, primarily accumulation rules. Other withdrawal 

rules and their combinations with accumulation rules could be considered in future research. Some 
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countries, such as Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia and UAE, have more than one fund for different 

purposes with different accumulation and withdrawal rules. Combinations of different funds could 

also be considered in future research. 

In this paper we concentrated on long-term performance (intergenerational social welfare). 

Government expenditure paths were simulated under different rules. The optimizing rule (POIM) 

and ad hoc rules were considered. The numerical simulations show that there is no single rule 

optimal for all countries. The performance of different rules of funds depends on parameters such 

as growth rate of oil production, relative risk aversion and gross interest rate. This paper provides 

a framework for the comparison of different types of funds. This method can be used to simulate 

performance of funds under different initial conditions and parameters for different countries. We 

believe that our results may improve knowledge about the design of oil revenue funds. Our research 

could be a useful aid to decision makers in countries where such funds exist, or their establishment 

and design are under debate. The results of this paper provide practical implications for policy 

makers in oil-producing countries. 

In oil-producing countries, the existence of a fund does not guarantee improvement in social 

welfare. The design of funds is crucial; appropriate rules can increase social welfare. Higher 

financial assets saved in funds do not imply higher social welfare. In countries where the 

adjustment cost on government expenditure is high enough, expenditure-based rules with fixed 

reference oil price or reference oil price following the moving average of oil prices are more 

suitable than revenue-based rules. In countries where oil production declines at a rate great enough, 

the POIM or BIH can improve social welfare. Otherwise, expenditure-based rules (with fixed 

reference oil price or reference oil price following moving average) yield the highest social welfare. 

In countries where funds follow expenditure-based rules, the choice of reference oil price must be 

made with care. Some reference oil prices can be unaffordable, leading to a permanent budget 
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deficit. Both fixed reference oil prices and those following a moving average of oil prices can be 

unaffordable. There is no clear answer as to which reference oil prices are not affordable. The 

answer depends on gross interest rate and oil production growth rate. A budget deficit can be 

avoided if a fund follows a revenue-based rule because only revenue-based rule is always 

affordable. 

An investment policy in assets needs to be considered in the design of a fund, or at least taken into 

consideration. Interest rates on returns from foreign assets affect affordability and the rating of 

rules. After oil is exhausted, when there is no uncertainty from oil prices, the optimal government 

expenditure maximizing social welfare is as in equation (3). 

In summary, the results in this paper suggest that funds should be designed with caution in oil-

producing countries, with consideration given to parameters such as gross interest rate, relative risk 

aversion and oil production growth rate. These findings add to a growing body of literature on the 

understanding of oil revenue funds. 
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Table 1. Initial conditions and parameters 

Parameters Notation Value 

Discount factor    1/R 

Population  N 1 

Relative risk aversion    3 

Oil production  Q 100 

Oil extraction rate  g 0 

Population growth rate  n 0 

Interest rate  R 1.05 

Initial financial assets  
0F  Qp  

Mean of real oil prices  
p  28 

Standard deviation of real oil prices  
p  19.9 

Standard deviation  
  0.25 

Adjustment cost  
nas  0.20 

Adjustment cost  
as  0.10 
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Table 2. Accumulation rules by countries 

Country Reference oil price (USD/barrel)/percent of 

oil revenues 
Source 

Algeria $19 (2000), $22 (2006), $37 (2009) www.swfinstitute.org 

Azerbaijan Expenditure-based (withdrawals are allowed 

to finance important nation-wide projects) 

Presidential Degree N579/2001 

Canada 30% (1976- 1983), 15% (1984-1987) www.finance.alberta.ca  

Iran 20% with 3% increase annually en.ndfi.ir 

Kazakhstan $19 (2001-2005), withdraw limit of 1/3 size of 

the fund (2006-2009), fixed amount withdraw 

of $8 bn. (plus/minus 15%) per year and save 

20% of the forecast GDP (from 2010) 

Presidential Decree 

N543/2001, N1641/2005, 

N962/2010, Azhgaliyeva 

(2014), Kalyuzhnova (2006 & 

2011) 

Kuwait Revenue-based 10% and reference price is set 

in budget annually 

www.kia.gov.kw 

Nigeria Reference price is set in budget annually ($75 

in 2011) 

www.budgetoffice.gov.ng  

(Budget Implementation 

Report) 

Norway 100% and withdrawals of expected real 

returns (4%) 

www.nbim.no 

Oman Reference price is set in budget annually ($85 

in 2014) 

www.cbo-oman.org (Annual 

report) 

Qatar Reference price set in budget annually ($65 in 

2014) 

www.qatarinvestmentfund.com 

(Annual report) 

Russia $20 (2004-2005), $27 (2006-2008), $45 

(2008-2010), 5-years MA (+1 year annually 

from 2013 till 10-years MA), maximum 

reserves in Reserve fund 10% of GDP   

(2008-2010) and 7% of GDP (from 2011) 

www.budget.gov.ru (Budget 

Code ch.13.2) 

Trinidad 11-year MA (5 past, current and 5 future 

years) 

Kirabaeva et al. (2013) 

Venezuela $17 (1998), $9 (1999-2000) Davis et al. (2003) 

Mexico $1.5 (2000-2005), weight of 3/4 to oil futures 

prices and 1/4 to 10 years MA (2006-2010) 

swfinstitute.org  

USA 25% (1976-1979), 50% (1980-2010) www.apfc.org 
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Table  3. Summary of rules 

Rule Accumulation Withdrawal 

Expenditure-based   Revenue above reference price   No  

Revenue-based   Percentage of oil revenue   No  

BIH   100 % of oil revenue   Interest earnings  

POIM   Above optimal government expenditure   No  
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Table 4. Rating of rules under different growth rates of oil production 

Parameters 1st best, reference price 

(USD/barrel) 

2nd best, reference price 

(USD/barrel) 

3rd best, reference price 

(USD/barrel) 

Interest rate    

1% 11 10 9 

2% 17 19 15 

3% 22 20 19 

4% 24 23 22 

5% 25 24 26 

6% 26 11-year MA 25 

7% 27 11-year MA 10-year MA 

Relative risk aversion 

2 25 26 24 

3 25 24 26 

4 25 24 26 

Oil production growth 

0 – 2% 25 24 26 

3 – 7% 25 24 23 

8% 24 25 23 

9% 24 23 22 

19% 22 20 19 

-1% 25 26 24 

-2% 26 25 24 

-3% 26 POIM 25 

-4% POIM 26 25 

-5% POIM 26 27 

-6 - -7% BIH 27 26 

-8, -9 and -

10% 

BIH 28 27 
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Table 5. Average growth rates of oil production  (2002-2011) 

Country Growth rate of oil production, % 

Libya  -6 

UK and Syria -5 

Norway and Australia -4 

Indonesia  -3 

Mexico  -2 

Argentina, Malaysia and Venezuela -1 

Oman, Egypt and Algeria 0 

USA and Iran 1 

India, Iraq and China 2 

Canada, Ecuador, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria and UAE 3 

Russia  4 

Kuwait, Qatar and Brazil 5 

Colombia  6 

Kazakhstan  7 

Angola  9 

Azerbaijan  19 

Sources: International Energy Agency (2012): Oil Information (Edition: 2012);  

 

Table  6. Comparison of revenue-based and expenditure-based rules 

Objectives Revenue-based rule Expenditure-based rule 

Social welfare  Lower in most cases  Higher in most cases 

Affordability  Always  Not always 

Savings for future 

generations  

Guaranteed  Not guaranteed 

Adjustment cost  More affected  Less affected 
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Figure  1. Oil prices real (1952-2011) and simulated (2012-2212) 

 

 


